
Turnkey Training Solutions (Turnkey TS)

We never forget who we’re working for TM

Give Us a Student, We’ll Give You a Pilot
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www.lockheedmartin.com

Turnkey Training Solutions
Give Us a Student, We’ll Give You a Pilot

Turnkey Training Solutions provide:
• Front-end Training Needs Analysis, 

syllabus development and instructional 
design

• Courseware design and development
• Interactive distance learning
• Training integrated management 

system
• Operational flight simulators

– Virtual database development
– High resolution eight channel system
– PC-based Image Generator solution
– Multi-ship operations
– Linked, tandem cockpit operations

• Training Aircraft
– State-of-the-art Flight Trainer
– Glass cockpit
– Airborne Synthetic Training

• Logistics Management
– Logistics Information Management 

System
– Flight Line and intermediate 

maintenance management
– Aircraft and Ground Based Training 

System Supply Chain Management
• Engineering Design Office

– Aircraft design authority
– Airworthiness management

• Aircrew Instruction
– Ground school instructors
– Simulator instructors
– Electronic classrooms

• Mission planning system
• Ground debriefing stations
• Ejection seat trainer

Lockheed Martin’s turnkey training 
solutions produce fully trained, mission-
ready warfighters. Turnkey training 
solutions are adaptable to specific 
training requirements and constraints, 
helping customers overcome training 
challenges by providing innovative, cost-
effective answers.  

Turnkey training begins with a 
Training Needs Analysis (TNA) that 
studies training needs. Using Human 
Performance Engineering, Lockheed 

Martin subject matter experts can analyze 
exactly what training will be required for 
students to reach their maximum 
potential. The TNA then guides the 
development of the course syllabi, 
associated lesson plans, courseware 
(instructor led and computer based 
training) and ultimately simulator and 
actual Aircraft Sortie Training. Lockheed 
Martin can provide all of these pieces to 
the training puzzle, including simulators 
and leased aircraft assets, packaged into 

an integrated solution that takes your 
students from training day one to 
warfighter.

Lockheed Martin puts it all together 
using our experience as a training 
systems integrator, and produces 
extremely cost effective solutions, 
tailored to address your unique funding 
challenges.

Turnkey Training Solutions  
(Turnkey TS):  Give Us a Student, We’ll 
Give You a Pilot.


